PRIORITY SUPPLIES
PAINTING GUIDE BY SORASTRO
Hello! In this guide I’ll be painting the Priority Supplies from Star Wars Legion. Please note that I’ve chosen not to base
the miniatures yet purely for aesthetic reasons.
I’m going to begin with the moisture vaporators which I’ve primed in grey (something like Mechanicus Standard Grey or
even black would be fine), and I’m starting by providing a base colour using a roughly equal mix of Celestra Grey and
Zandri Dust.
I’m using a Size 6 flat brush to speed this up and am happy to leave the recesses etc. the darker grey colour:

Here I’m using a smaller brush just
to get to some of the harder-to-reach
ledges:

I’m now jumping to Deck Tan and applying the paint as a heavy dry brush, mostly pulling the brush downwards over the
model:

I’m now mixing in some white (almost to pure white) and providing a light dry brush to really pick out the raised details:

Next I’m going to shade the vaporators using a roughly 5:2 mix of Nuln Oil and
Seraphim Sepia and I’ll be using the “wash & sock” method...

First I quite quickly shade the entire
figure:

I’m then using an old rag or kitchen towel to lightly wipe the figure in a mostly-downward motion to remove the shade from most of the main flat areas:

A brush can also be used to soak up
any unwanted pools of shade:

This should allow us to retain a good level of brightness for the main panels, but create plenty of depth in the joins and
recesses along with a pleasingly weathered look:

I’m now going to add some oily streaks and grime using Typhus Corrosion. This
can be used in varying degrees of concentration; I might use it quite undiluted to
draw in some streaks like you can see here:

I’ve also chosen to create some further
tonal variation by using some of the
Secret Weapon Red, and Orange Rust
colours, particularly around some of
the joins:

And we can also apply it quite thinly
to larger areas - such as you can see
here around the base:

Next I’m going to create a roughly equal mix of Stormhost Silver and Deck Tan and provide a final light dry brush - once
again drawing the brush downwards - just to help push the contrast a little further and really pick out the edges, especially for the upper half of each vaporator:

For my last bit of weathering I’m mixing some black and Typhus Corrosion
(but it’s virtually just black) and adding some random bits of noise and
scratches:

This can also be used to further darken some of the streaks:

Next I’m going to paint the red lights on two of my vaporators. I’ve chosen to use Citadel’s Spiritsone Red Technical Paint
to do this, but you could just use a regular red paint and highlight the lights in the usual way.

First I’m going to provide a white undercoat to the lights:

Next I’m painting on some Skullcrusher Brass, although any gold/brass colour
would work:

Finally, I’m painting over this with a single, neat layer of the Spiritstone Red. We can see that the metallic tone underneath nicely cathes the light producing quite an easy and pleasing result:

And this completes the moisture vaporators!

Next I’m moving onto the comms stations which I’ve primed in black:

I’m now using a roughly equal mix of Black and Dark Sea Blue to colour the figures, once again using the flat brush and allowing the recesses to remain pure
black:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

I’m now simply adding white in a few stages and getting progressively lighter
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This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:
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Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
using Balor Brown:

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratchI’m now going to shade the stations using a roughly
es: 4:1 mix of Nuln Oil and Drakenhof Nightshade:
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This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

And I’m now providing some optional weathering, starting with a mix of Celestra
I’ve also chosen to paint the lever in
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We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

This can also be used to add some
Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
glinting highlights to some of the
using Balor Brown:
edges:

I’ve also chosen to add some final weathing and colouration with the same tones we used for the moisture vaporators.
This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches: aim for a much cleaner look, but as mine will be outside I
If these control panels were being housed inside then I would
figured they could pick up a fair bit of dirt and possibliy some rust.

(Notice that I haven’t bothered to paint the cables at the back a separate colour, but you could of course if you like.)
Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:
And this completes the control panels!
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Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:
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This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

To darken the grooves we could now add some black lining, but I’ve once again chosen to simply shade the entire crate
Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:
then wipe from the flat surfaces with some kitchen towel to save time. I’m using neat Nuln Oil for this:

We can then shade over the area with
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a
multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m
using Balor Brown:

This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratches:

And I’m now using some thinned Typhus Corrosion to add some staining - mostly around the base, along with some black
or off-black scratches and marks like we did with the vaporators:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

And this completes the Priority Supplies!

PAINT LIST:
Black (VMC)
Titanium White (Schmincke)
Dark Sea Blue (VMC)
Nuln Oil
Seraphim Sepia
Drakenhof Nightshade
Deck Tan (VMC)
Celestra Grey
Zandri Dust
Typhus Corrosion
Red Rust (SW)
Orange Rush (SW)
Stormhost Silver
OPTIONAL COLOURS FOR LIGHTS:
Skullcrusher Brass
Spiritstone Red
Green Fluo (VMC)
Yellow Fluo (VMC)
Transparent Red (VMC)
Caledor Sky

